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One new technology for fire suppressant distribution in total-
flooding applications is the solid-propellant gas-generator (SPGG)
technology. This article presents experimental and modeling studies
of one such prototype system in order to better understand observa-
tions in the testing of this system. This particular SPGG system
generates fine particles that act to suppress any fire in conjunction
with inert gases also generated in the SPGG system. Initial con-
ditions for the simulations are obtained from the available measure-
ments of the prototype system. The modeling provides key
information related to the distribution of the particles and their
potential effectiveness as a fire suppressant. The primary variable
in the SPGG design as identified in the initial measurements, also
presented here, was the particle size, with typical particle sizes being
measured at 2 and 15 mm. The key modeling result is that there is a
tradeoff between the most uniform distribution of particles and the
available surface-to-volume ratio for chemical suppression.
Information is also provided regarding the thermal dissipation from
the SPGG system.

Keywords Distribution; Fire suppression; KBr; Stochastic
separated flow mode; Suppressant

INTRODUCTION
The cessation of production for Halon-based fire sup-

pressants has led to substantial research in alternative fire
suppression technologies for total-flooding applications.[1]

In total-flooding applications the objective is to extinguish
a fire without the need for a human to enter a compart-
ment. Such systems are often employed in unoccupied air-
craft compartments like the simulated aircraft cargo bay
considered here. Many of the alternative systems have

had less desirable characteristics than the Halon-based sup-
pression. In particular, the suppression system mass for
hydrofluorocarbon suppression systems is often about
twice that of the equivalent Halon-based system.[2] Because
the system mass is a key concern in aerospace applications,
other technologies have been explored. One alternative
suppression technology with potentially reduced system
mass is the solid-propellant gas generators (SPGG). SPGG
systems work by generating, through the rapid combustion
of a solid propellant, product gases than can dilute reac-
tants and lead to suppression. The primary products from
a typical solid propellant are N2, CO2, and H2O. For the
particular SPGG system of interest here.[3] additional com-
ponents of the propellant mixture condense to form a fine
particulate. These particulates are thought to add signifi-
cantly to suppression capabilities through surface chemis-
try. The particulate products found in the SPGG system
tested are K2CO3 and KBr, the latter containing bromine
(Br). Bromine is thought to be the element providing
much of the chemical suppression effect in Halon and
also the element contributing most significantly to the
ozone depletion problems in Halons.[4] The inclusion of
Br in the precipitated salt form in Goodrich-244 is
believed to provide an environmentally favorable form
with which the chemical benefits of Br can be utilized.
Olander[3] provides further detail on the theory of SPGG
fire suppression, specifically applied to the Goodrich-244
system under consideration herein. Also available in
Olander[3] are results from tests conducted with the Good-
rich-244 system that indicate substantially less suppressant
is required, compared to Halon-1301, on a per mass and
per volume basis for suppression in simulated aircraft
cargo bays.
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The Goodrich-244 system is currently under consider-
ation for application to cargo bay fire suppression. The
purpose of this article is to provide computational model-
ing results that address several questions that arise in the
application of SPGG systems as highlighted by the tests
of this prototype system. To this end, this article first dis-
cusses the overall observations and particle measurements
conducted during the test. These measurements act as
boundary conditions for the computational modeling. Fol-
lowing this, the modeling approach is presented; in brief,
the gas-phase flow is modeled in the traditional manner
while the particle field is computed using a Lagrangian
approach that is fully coupled with the gas-phase solution.
This is followed by the results and discussion in the context
of the application of SPGG systems to aircraft cargo bays
and similar systems. Several concerns that arise in the
application of SPGG systems are addressed in that section.
One concern is how uniformly the particulates are distrib-
uted within the cargo bay and how rapidly they settle out
or stick to surfaces. Particle number density predictions
are provided as a function of time in the simulated cargo
bay application. Because the surface reactivity is postulated
to play a role in the fire suppression effectiveness, the par-
ticle surface area is contrasted with the number density.
The relatively high temperature of the SPGG effluent and
the associated heat flux to the near-injector region is also
of concern; therefore, heat flux estimates to the ceiling
are provided.

PARTICLE MEASUREMENTS
One of the products of the solid-propellant combustion

is a particulate composed primarily of KBr. A series of par-
ticle size and composition measurements were conducted to
characterize this particulate. As indicated in the Discussion
section, the particle size plays an important role in both the
uniformity of the distribution of the particles and in the
effectiveness of fire suppression. Two methods were
employed to measure particle characteristics: thermophore-
tic sampling onto a grid for use in transmission electron
microscopy and bulk sampling for use with scanning elec-
tron microscopy. The former technique allows detailed
analysis of particles in the 1 mm and smaller size class while
the latter is best suited for larger particles.

TEM Particulate Images
The particulate produced by the SPGG system was ther-

mophoretically sampled to assess the morphology, includ-
ing the size distribution and shape of the particulates. The
thermophoretic sampling device was designed to collect
particulates for transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
analysis by briefly exposing an electron microscope grid
such that particulates are deposited on the grid surface via
combined impingement and thermophoresis. The use of this

diagnostic was successfully demonstrated in harsh environ-
ments, including large pool fires and propellant fires.[5]

The device consisted of a solenoid-actuated piston-
cylinder assembly with pressurized nitrogen gas activation
to quickly expose the electron microscope grid to the com-
bustion products. The two titanium TEM grids (0.11 cm
diameter) were mounted to a 0.32-cm-thick grid holder
using a 0.08-cm-thick aluminum plate. The grid holder
was fastened to a non-rotating rod of the air cylinder and
was enclosed in a 25-cm-long, low-flow, nitrogen-purged
protective housing. Two baffles were positioned at the exit
of the protective housing to reduce the probability of stray
particle deposition on the grids prior to exposure. Photo-
graphs of the particulate sampling diagnostic are shown
in Figs. 1 and 2.

During sampling, the air cylinder was pressurized such
that the grids were extended 8 cm from the end of the pro-
tective housing for a few minutes. Following the experi-
ment, the grids were removed from the holder and
directly inserted in the TEM for analysis. The particle mor-
phology was determined directly from the TEM images
using an application that allows the user to automatically
select the particle and determine the diameter, length,
width, radius of gyration, etc.

Thermophoretic sampling was performed at various dis-
tances from the exit of the generator. The three sampling
points were at locations 5.1, 30.5, and 61 cm from the exit
of the generator, the locations at which the thermocouples

FIG. 1. Overall photograph of particulate sampler.

FIG. 2. Grid holder photographs.

1022 YOON ET AL.
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measuring local gas temperature were also placed. During
the experiment it took approximately 25 s for the propel-
lant to fully ignite. The particulate sample was obtained
approximately 2 s after it was fully ignited.

The TEM grids were imaged and analyzed for particu-
late information. The particle images shown in Fig. 3
indicate that substantial mass in the TEM-measurable size
range is in particles between 0.5 and 2 mm. There is evi-
dence that larger particles are aggregated with (or poss-
ibly from) smaller particles. In general, the particles are
spherical at this scale. There are also smaller particles in
the 10-nm size range evident in the images. The large
spheres were measured using an internally developed
sizing program. The spheres were found to be 0.78 and
1.8 mm.

SEM Particulate Images
SEM (scanning electron microscopy) images were

obtained with samples collected into a Petri dish and also

a vacuum flask. For both samples, material was collected
from the surface of the containment vessel using double-
stick carbon films. The film was gently pressed against
the surface and then transferred to a holder block. Material
from the surface of the vessel was trapped by the sticky car-
bon and thereby made available for SEM and EDS
(energy-dispersive spectrometer) analysis.

The analysis concluded that particulate was primarily
composed of K and Br in the shape of either cubes or
spheres. Unfortunately, the collection methods did not per-
mit many individual particles or agglomerates to be
imaged; therefore, it was very difficult to quantify the true
morphology as emitted from the generator. In addition, the
transfer of the sample from the containment vessel to
the holder block could potentially alter the morphology.
The images obtained during these experiments, shown in
Fig. 3, were analyzed to determine whether an estimate
of the particulate morphology could be obtained to facili-
tate the model calculations.

FIG. 3. Particulate collected at TEM grids.

MODELING SOLID-PROPELLANT GAS-GENERATOR SUPPRESSION SYSTEM 1023
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The images in Fig. 3 are quite diverse, making it difficult
to identify dominant features. Nevertheless, an attempt was
made to determine the size of a large number of particles on
each of the images. A very broad distribution of sizes was
observed (0.02–100 mm) although the majority of the parti-
cles and aggregates were less than 40 mm. The detailed dis-
tribution for the images of Fig. 3 is shown in Fig. 4. The
detailed distribution concentrates on the particles less than
30 mm (about 10 particles were eliminated that were above
this threshold). This detailed view allows for a determi-
nation of the dominant particle sizes. Based upon the analy-
sis, particle sizes of 2 and 15 mm have been selected for use in
simulations as discussed in the following section.

SIMULATIONS
Simulations have been conducted using Sandia’s Vulcan

fire-physics code. Vulcan solves the Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes equations, coupled with equations for spe-
cies, enthalpy (from which temperature is obtained), and
the turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation (the k-e
model)[6] using standard modeling approaches[7] and
numerical methods.[8] In addition to the gas-phase species,
condensed-phase particles are transported using a Lagran-
gian method coupled to the Eulerian grid. This particle
transport model employs an ensemble of parcels of parti-
cles to represent the evolution of the particle location, velo-
city, size, and temperature distribution.[9–13] There is a
stochastic component to the parcel evolution that acts to
model particle dispersion due to unresolved turbu-
lence.[10,11] Additional dispersion of particles within a sin-
gle parcel is modeled as in Zhou and Yao.[12] The overall
particle gas-phase approach is similar to the approach used
in the popular internal combustion engine simulation code,
KIVA.[14,15] The model uses parcels to represent a large
number of individual particles, typically a billion individual
particles; these parcels are transported according to calcu-
lated force balances on individual particles. A large number

of such parcels (tens or hundreds of thousands) are tracked
to describe the spatial evolution of the condensed phase
and its size distribution. The fact that the parcels have
finite extent allows a significantly smaller number of par-
cels to adequately represent the particle field distri-
bution.[12] Properties of particles, including their size,
temperature, composition, and thermal properties like spe-
cific heat, density, drag coefficients, etc., are associated
with parcels. Particles are subject to transport by the mean
flow and by turbulent fluctuations.

When a particle collides with a solid wall, it is assumed
to stick to the wall if the impact velocity (kinetic energy) is
sufficiently high and bounces otherwise. In general, stick-
ing is the predominant result of collisions for the particles
considered here. Because the adhesion of the particles is
unknown, this is neglected in the current study. As such,
we expect the present simulations to underestimate the par-
ticle spreading following wall impingement.

Stochastic Separated Flow Conservation Equations
When using the Lagrangian particle transport model the

particle velocities evolve according to a force balance.[16]

Aerodynamic drag and the gravitational body force have
been identified as the dominant external forces acting on
suspended particles. As such, the equation of particle
motion can be expressed as:

d~uup
dt

! CD

8
qgpD

2
pj~uug "~uupj#~uug "~uup$ %

p
6
D2

p#qp " qg$~gg #1$

where ~uup and ~uug are the particle and gas velocities, qp and
qg are the particle and gas density, CD is the aerodynamic
drag coefficient, Dp is the particle diameter, and ~gg is the
gravity vector. A correlation is used for CD that allows
for the observed cubic shape of the KBr particles.[17,18]

The particle momentum change due to drag is offset by a
change in the gas momentum to conserve overall system
momentum. An energy balance for particles can similarly
be written

mpcvp
dTp

dt
! pDp

lgcpg
Prg

#Tg " Tp$Nug #2$

where cvp is the constant-volume specific heat of particle,
cpg is the constant-pressure specific heat of gas, lg is the
dynamic viscosity of gas, Prg ! ng=ag ! cpglg=kg is the
gas Prandtl number, Nug is the gas Nusselt number, and
Tg and Tp are the surrounding gas and particle tempera-
tures, respectively. Energy changes associated with cooling
of particles are offset in the gas phase by heating of the sur-
rounding gases. These ordinary differential Eqs. (1) and (2)
are solved for every parcel using the LSODES library.[19]

The changes in the particle field momentum and energy
according to Eqs. (1) and (2) must be reflected in the gas-
phase momentum and energy conservation. This is done

FIG. 4. Goodrich particulate distribution up to 30mm.

1024 YOON ET AL.
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using a conservative approach based on differencing the
initial and final particle states over a time step, Dt. The
momentum and energy source terms are then:

Smom;i ! " 1

Vcell

X

Np

D#mpup;i$
Dt

Senergy ! " 1

Vcell

X

Np

D#mphp;l$
Dt

#3$

where hp;l is the enthalpy of the particle. Further details
regarding the implementation of the Lagrangian model
are provided in DesJardin and Gritzo.[20]

Equilibrium Particle Methodology
From Eqs. (1) and (2) above, one can estimate the relax-

ation times for particle velocity and temperature, that is,
time over which particle velocities and temperatures change
significantly, to be

sv !
qpD

2
p

18lg

24

CDRep

! "
#4$

for the velocity and

sT !
mp

pDplg

cvp
cvg

! "
Prg
Nug

! "
#5$

for the temperature. In Eqs. (4) and (5), Rep ! UrelDp=ng is
the Reynolds number based on the relative velocity between
the particle and the gas; cvp and cvg are the constant-volume
specific heat of the particle and the gas, respectively; and Prg
and Nug are the gas Prandtl and Nusselt numbers, respect-
ively. For the current scenario, the relaxation times defined
in Eqs. (4) and (5) are much smaller than the characteristic
times for the gaseous flow. To solve Eqs. (1) and (2) with
small relaxation times would require either a very small time
step, increasing computational cost by roughly an order of
magnitude, or an unacceptable reduction in the model accu-
racy and stability. These small relaxation times indicate that
the particle will closely follow the flow, as opposed to larger
values indicating a more ballistic trajectory independent of
the carrier gas.

For those cases where particles will closely follow the
flow, an alternative solution strategy is adopted, referred
to as the ‘‘equilibrium particle method’’ because the gas
and particle velocities and temperatures are assumed to be
equilibrated. In this method, the particle momentum and
the gas-phase momentum are equilibrated within a grid cell
at the beginning of the time step according to the relation

mgug %
XNeq

i!1

#mpup$i ! mgueq %
XNeq

i!1

#mpueq$i #6$

where the left and right sides of the equation represent the

state before and after equilibration, velocities being equal
after equilibration. It is this equilibrium velocity, ueq !
ueq,g ! ueq,p, that is obtained from the solution of Eq. (6).
In Eq. (6), the summation over Neq is the summation over
the number of equilibrium particles in the grid cell and mg

is the mass of the gas in the cell. Similarly, the tempera-
tures are equilibrated using an energy balance

mg hg " RTg %
u2g
2

 !

%
XNeq

i!1

mp;i cvpTp %
u2p
2

 !

i

! mg hg " RTeq %
u2eq
2

 !

%
XNeq

i!1

mp;i cvpTeq %
u2eq
2

 !

i

#7$

to obtain Teq. Because the gas velocity and temperature
are altered in this equilibration process, there is two-
way coupling between the gas phase and particle field.
The changes in the particle field momentum and energy
are thus reflected in an effective source term in the gas-
phase evolution equations that ensures overall conser-
vation of momentum and energy. All particles with either
sv or sT smaller than 1% of the gas time step are classi-
fied as equilibrium particles, while all others are non-
equilibrium particles. Note that equilibration during one
time step does not imply that equilibrium exists at the
beginning of the subsequent time step because the gas-
phase properties and the particle velocities change due
to turbulent mixing in a non-identical manner.

Computational Details
The particular configuration investigated consists of a

dual-slot SPGG system mounted on the ceiling of a DC-
10 cargo bay mockup as shown in Fig. 5. This configur-
ation is similar to the compartment geometry in which
aircraft cargo bay suppression systems are certified except
for the fact that the simulation neglects the taper found
in the lower sections. The overall physical dimensions are
10& 3.7& 1.65m and a grid resolution of 120& 30& 30 is

FIG. 5. Simulated DC-10 cargo bay.

MODELING SOLID-PROPELLANT GAS-GENERATOR SUPPRESSION SYSTEM 1025
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employed in the computational model. The SPGG system
is mounted toward one end and off of the centerline to
match the system location. Outflow to maintain a constant
chamber pressure is through an array of openings centered
on one wall as shown in Fig. 5 to simulate leakage around a
cargo door. Inlet air flow from airframe leakage was
neglected, the only inlet coming from the SPGG system.

The fire suppressant leaves the propellant injector
through a pair of slots that are positioned so that the efflu-
ent tends to flow out (away from the adjacent slot) more
than down. To obtain some estimates of the angle at which
the flow should leave the slots, a series of numerical simula-
tions of the propellant injector were conducted. In these
simulations, particles were neglected, considering only the
gas phase. This approach was motivated by the nature of
the particle formation: the particles are assumed to
condense out of the gas-phase products at some point

downstream of the actual propellant combustion. This
propellant combustion is not directly modeled but rather
is represented by a mass source term on the top and two
side surfaces nearest the slots. The total mass flux from
these surfaces is based on estimates obtained from Good-
rich as to the mass burning rate being in the vicinity of
2 lb m=s or 0.91 kg=s. This mass-burning rate was used in
all of the present simulations. The time series snapshots
of the injected KBr particles are seen in Fig. 6. The thermo-
couple placed at location 1 is hidden inside the KBr cloud
in the upper ceiling of the containment vessel. At t ! 10 s,
the container is filled with KBr, leaving high particle
concentration in the upper half of the container.

Figure 7 shows the flow pattern in and near the injector
as predicted using Vulcan. Because the products of propel-
lant combustion are hot, assumed here to be 1200K based
on thermodynamic estimates, buoyancy and the Coanda

FIG. 6. Snapshots of the KBr particles injected from containment vessel. The particles were injected as of t ! 0 sec.

1026 YOON ET AL.
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effect cause the suppressant to flow along the ceiling. Prior
to being moved toward the ceiling, the flow exits at an
angle of roughly 35' below the horizontal plane. In the
full-scale simulations of the cargo bay, the injector is not
modeled in the detail shown in Fig. 7. Rather, the injector
is modeled as a pair of slots. Based on these results, the
initial flow direction for both the gas and particle flow at
the injector exit slots are set to 35' below horizontal.

The suppressant composition at the injector exit was
also determined from information provided by Olander.[3]

The flow may be broken into gaseous (CO2, H2O, and
N2) and condensed solid components (KBr and K2CO3).
Given the mass burning rate of the propellant and the com-
position described in the previous paragraph, the gaseous
flow rate through the pair of slots will be 0.029 kg=s.
Given the temperature and assuming 1 bar pressure, the
resulting mean outflow velocity is found to be 14.8m=s;
here a slot cross section area of 3.23& 10" 3m2 is used. If
the suppressant is hotter or cooler at the exit, the velocity
will vary in a manner directly proportional to the tempera-
ture. For example, if the suppressant exited at 300K,
roughly ambient, the velocity would be four times less,
3.7m=s.

The particles exit the injector at the same velocity as the
gas and in the same average direction ("35'). The initial
direction for each individual parcel may vary by (10'

from "35' to simulate the initial spread of particles across
the gas flow due to initial turbulent dispersion estimates
(consequences of the turbulent velocity fluctuations).[17,18]

The net particle mass flux is 0.062-kg=s. Particle and gas
mass flux from the suppressant generator are split evenly
across the two slots giving 0.031-kg=s in particle flux and
0.0145 in gas mass flux from each slot. Injection ends after
10 s when two pounds of propellant are consumed, the
result of which produces the total number of particles,

approximately 1& 1014 and 2& 1011 for 2 and 15 mm cases,
respectively.

Simulations were conducted with particles having aver-
age diameters of either 2 or 15 mm, as discussed previously,
with size distributions assumed to obey the Rosin-Ramm-
ler form. With a fixed mass flux, the number of particles
injected is inversely proportional to the cube of the diam-
eter so roughly 400 (7.53 ! 422) times as many smaller par-
ticles are injected than larger particles (the proportionality
is not exact since the particle size distribution follows the
Rosin-Rammler distribution). The total particle surface
area is of interest in determining the surface catalytic effect;
it is also greater, by a factor of the diameter ratio (7.5), for
smaller particles. The particle densities and temperature are
taken to be 2300 kg=m3 and 1200K, and its size remains
constant as KBr does not evaporate appreciably at these
temperatures.

It is well known that the degree to which particles follow
the flow, as opposed to having ballistic trajectories, is
strongly dependent on their size. Small particles approach
kinematic and thermodynamic equilibrium with the carrier
gas more rapidly, as in Stokes flow. Results indicate that
particles with Dp ! 2 mm have velocity and temperature
relaxation times on the order of 10" 5 s while those with
Dp ! 15 mm have velocity and temperature relaxation times
on the order of 10"3 s. With computational time steps on
the order of 10"3 s, the smaller particles are generally
treated with the equilibrium method through Eqs. (6) and
(7) as described previously while the larger particles are
evolved according to Eqs. (1) and (2) as described earlier.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, results pertinent to the use of SPGG sys-

tems with a particle component, KBr particles here, will be
presented and discussed. As indicated in the Introduction,

FIG. 7. Simulation of SPGG injector cross section showing temperature contours near injection slots.

MODELING SOLID-PROPELLANT GAS-GENERATOR SUPPRESSION SYSTEM 1027
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there are several questions that arise in the application of
systems like these to total-flooding fire suppression. First,
these systems are to be evaluated in terms of performance
both in their ability to suppress fire and in their cost pen-
alty relative to other competing systems. For the cost pen-
alty we ignore monetary cost since information is not
available and consider only the system mass that is impor-
tant because, in aircraft applications, the suppression sys-
tem mass directly displaces the cargo mass that can be
carried. The ability to suppress fires will be measured by
the degree of dispersion of the suppressant because the sys-
tem is designed to suppress fires everywhere in the com-
partment. The degree of dispersion for particulate
systems with potential surface reactivity[3] should be mea-
sured both in the overall distribution of the suppressant
mass and the overall distribution of the particle surface
area. At present, data are not available to properly weight
these two measures in a combined suppression ability, so
they will be considered separately. Other information avail-
able from the modeling results includes the role of the hot
gases in undesirable heat flux.

Immediately after leaving the generator through the two
slots, the hot suppressant gases and particles begin turbu-
lent mixing with the ambient air. This cooling rapidly
reduces the temperatures and suppressant concentrations

from their peak values but complete mixing takes substan-
tial time. As such, hot gases and particles may move along
the length of the cargo bay ceiling for both 2 and 15 mm
cases as shown in Fig. 8 before descending along the walls.
The asymmetric location of the suppressant injector results
in very different flow patterns from the two slots. The slot
with flow directed toward the near wall will be referred to
henceforth as the left slot and the slot with flow directed
away from the near wall will be referred to as the right slot.
The flow from the right slot is observed to move smoothly
across the cargo bay ceiling. The flow from the left slot is
rapidly hindered by the end wall, at which point the flow
is forced down from the ceiling. Continued flow buoyancy
causes the hot suppressants to roll back upwards in a
vortical motion along the left wall as shown in Fig. 8; its
vortical motion is more prominent in 15 mm case in Fig. 8a.
Figure 8 also shows that the particle size has a relatively
small effect on the overall flow field, but the larger particles
and gas flow cool more slowly and travel more closely to
the ceiling because of greater buoyant acceleration. The
validation of the modeling results is made between the
computational results and the experimental data in Fig. 9,
comparing the local gas temperature at locations 1 and 2.
The thermocouples were situated at 0.40 (for location 1)
and 0.15m (for location 2) downward from the injector

FIG. 8. Temperature contour plots along the cargo bay at the plane corresponding to the SPGG injector centerline at the end of injection (10 s). Mean
particle diameters are (a) 15 mm and (b) 2mm.
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slot. For both modeling and experimental results, the gas
temperature at location 2 (closer to the injection slot) is
higher. The equilibrium particle model seems to give better
prediction at location 1, as compared to the results of the
non-equilibrium model. This indicates that the KBr parti-
cles are better modeled with the Stokes flow. Near the
injection slot of location 2, the deviation of the modeling
prediction from the experimental data is shown in Fig. 9.
The reason as to why predicted temperature is higher than
the experimental data may be due to the over-prediction of
the k-e turbulence mixing model, which may have yielded
the overly higher gas local temperature.

Of significant concern for SPGG fire suppression sys-
tems is the heat flux from the hot suppressant mixture to
surfaces. With ceiling-mounted SPGG systems, the most
significant heat flux is to the ceiling near the injector outlet.
Figure 10 shows the predicted convective heat flux, in the
unit of W=m2 to the ceiling at the end of injection at 10 s
for 2 mm case. Also shown in Fig. 10 is the near-ceilingFIG. 9. Gas temperature comparison between computational results

and experimental data.

FIG. 10. Heat flux to the cargo bay ceiling (top) and the gas temperature near the ceiling (bottom) at the end of injection (10 s). Mean particle
diameters are 2mm.
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gas temperature that is the cause of the heat flux. The
greatest estimated heat flux is just under 6836W=m2 with
near-wall ceiling temperatures near 1032K. Heat flux is lin-
ear in temperature so greater or lesser suppressant injection
temperatures will lead to similar relative changes in heat
flux. A nonlinear contribution to the heat flux arises from
the buoyant forcing of the hot gases. Accounting for buoy-
ancy, the heat flux is expected to change somewhat stron-
ger than linearly with temperature. That means that a
10% reduction in injection temperature would lead to
somewhat more than a 10% reduction in heat flux.

Fire suppression occurs through the joint effect of the
particulate and the product gases (CO2, H2O, and N2).
These gases are transported throughout the cargo bay by
the mean flow and the turbulent mixing. The distribution
of CO2 along the injector plane at the end of injection is
shown in Fig. 11 to represent the product gases. The associ-
ation of the CO2 and other product gases with the high-
temperature regions causes the highest concentrations of
these gases to remain near the cargo bay ceiling.

The particle transport model described previously
allows the prediction of the particle number density evol-
ution in the cargo bay and also the evolution of the particle
surface area. The particle surface area is indicative of the
surface available for chemical reactions to occur that might
play a role in suppressing flame chemistry. Figures 12 and
13 show the snapshots of surfaces of constant particle num-
ber density per volume for the 2 and 15 mm particles,
respectively. Because the mass flux of particles is fixed by
the propellant burn rate, the particle number density is
inversely proportional to the particle mass. This results in
higher density coverage for the smaller 2 mm particles
shown in Fig. 12. The distribution of the number density
at the end of the injection can also be viewed through the
contour plot in Fig. 14. In addition to affecting the number
density, the different momentum associated with differing
particle sizes affect the wall-sticking behavior and the dis-
persion as will be described in the following paragraphs.

It can be observed in Figs. 12–14 that the particle num-
ber density on the left side of the domain (small values of x)

FIG. 11. CO2 contour plots along the cargo bay at the plane corresponding to the SPGG injector centerline at the end of injection (10 s). Mean particle
diameters are 2 mm.

FIG. 12. Particle number density iso-surface plots at 3, 6, and 10 s. The
surface interior indicates the region where the particle number density
exceeds 10& 109 particles=m3. Mean particle diameters are 2mm.
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is significantly less than on the right side. This asymmetry
in the particle number density is attributable to the higher
momentum of the flow along the ceiling and into the left
wall. As the flow approaches the upper left corner, the
gas is accelerated to follow the walls. The particles are also
accelerated by the gas, but their velocities lag the gas velo-
city slightly. With higher mass, the particles accelerate to
follow the gas more gradually and the velocity lag is great-
er. This higher momentum causes significantly more parti-
cles to ‘‘stick’’ to the left wall than the right wall. A greater
fraction of the 15-mm particles stick to the wall relative to
the 2-mm particles as a consequence of their greater
momentum, as expected. Note that the particles, once they
stick to the wall, are not transported further by the model.

It is also observed in Fig. 14 that the distribution of
15-mm particles is more uniform over a particle number
density range of 1& 108 to 1& 1010 particles=m3 than the

distribution of 2-mm particles. Conversely, there are regions
of significantly higher number density, exceeding 1& 1012

particles=m3 in the distribution of 2-mm particles. The
greater uniformity for larger particles arises from the effect
of particle momentum in enhancing dispersion. In turbu-
lent flows, particles experience intermittent acceleration in
random directions due to turbulent fluctuations. Larger
particles with greater momentum tend to travel farther as
a consequence of this acceleration. For intermediate par-
ticle sizes like the 15-mm particles studied herein, this leads
to enhanced dispersion. Note that significantly larger par-
ticles have sufficient inertia that they are not affected by
dispersion, so that dispersion is not monotonic in particle
size. Rather, dispersion is maximized when the particle
relaxation time, Eq. (4), is comparable to the turbulent
mixing rate. With turbulent mixing times on the order of
tenths of seconds relative to particle relaxation times of
10" 5 and 10" 3 s for 2 and 15 mm particles are easily accel-
erated by turbulent fluctuations and the acceleration of lar-
ger particles to equivalent velocities carries them farther.

Figure 15 shows iso-surface plots for the surface area
density, the particle surface area per unit volume, which
is indicative of the available surface area for suppression
reactions. Figure 16 shows the surface area density distri-
bution along the injector centerline. The total surface area
available for chemical activity per mass of injected agent
increases as the particle size is reduced. If the particulate
were evenly distributed, the available surface area would
be on the order of 1m"1 (1m2 of surface per cubic meter
of volume) for the 15-mm particles and 8m"1 for the 2-mm
particles based on the injected mass and the chamber vol-
ume. Clearly, there is substantially more surface area avail-
able with smaller particles. However, the distribution of
area is observed to be more uniform for the larger particles,
as previously noted, due to enhanced turbulent dispersion.

FIG. 13. As in Fig. 12 but with 15mm mean particle diameters.

FIG. 14. Particle number density contour plots along the cargo bay
at the plane corresponding to the SPGG injector centerline at the end
of injection (10 s). Mean particle diameters are 2mm (top) and 15mm
(bottom).
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This increased dispersion is responsible for the greater vol-
ume coverage for a surface density of 1m"1 with larger
(15 mm) particles as shown in Figs. 15 and 16.

Previously in Figs. 12–14, the effect of particle size on
the KBr=K2CO3 particle distribution has been demon-
strated. There are additional factors that might affect the

particle dispersion. Dispersion of these particles is roughly
proportional to the turbulent fluctuations that are roughly
proportional to the maximum flow velocities. Thus,
another possible way to influence the distribution would
be to change the mass burning rate or the injection slot
area to change the velocity associated with injection;
increased mass burning rate and reduced injection area
should increase the dispersion rates. However, these
changes are also likely to increase the number of particles
impacting the wall and the net effect is unclear. Other ques-
tions arise as to particle deposition in the injector as a
consequence of such changes. It is also possible to increase
the particle dispersion by increasing the distance between
the suppressant flow and the ceiling. Currently, the disper-
sion is only effective in one direction, downward, while the
suppressant flows along the ceiling. Changing the injection
angle or location to allow dispersion from the mean flow in
all directions would increase the rate of dispersion. How-
ever, such changes need to account for the location of
obstructions, namely the cargo that the system is designed
to protect. The buoyant forcing of the suppressant plume is
also a significant factor in reducing dispersion in the
present flow. Buoyancy reduces downward dispersion
because the hot gases, containing the particles, tend to rise
toward the ceiling until the flow reaches the cargo bay side
and end walls. Reductions in the suppressant temperature
are likely to improve the mixing characteristics.

CONCLUSIONS
A series of simulations have been conducted to study the

dynamics of gas and particle flow through a simulated
cargo bay during fire suppression with the Goodrich-244
suppression system. Detailed simulations of the propellant
injector and the complete cargo bay show that the hot

FIG. 15. Particle surface area density iso-surface plots at the end of
injection (10 s). The surface interior indicates the region where the particle
surface area density exceeds 1m"1. Mean particle diameters are 2mm (top)
and 15mm (bottom).

FIG. 16. Particle surface area density contour plots along the cargo bay at the plane corresponding to the SPGG injector centerline at the end of
injection (10 s). Mean particle diameters are 2mm (top) and 15 mm (bottom).
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suppressant gases largely flow along the ceiling until the
flow reaches the end walls, at which point the suppressant
gases further mix through the cargo bay. This flow pattern
results in relatively hot gas temperatures near the ceiling
and heat fluxes as high as 7 kW=m2. Particles comprising
KBr and K2CO3 are also present in the Goodrich-244 sup-
pressant gases, and the simulations track the dynamics of
these particles. Simulations were conducted using particles
of both 2 and 15 mm. Results for gas flow and particle dis-
persion with both models and both particle sizes are simi-
lar. Slower cooling of larger particles is observed to result
in a greater delay in the cooling of the flow and an associa-
ted greater buoyant forcing. The particle size significantly
affects the particle number density and the particle surface
area available for chemical activity; smaller particles
increase both of these quantities when measured globally
(total particles or surface area per cargo bay volume).
While larger (15 mm) particles have significantly smaller
overall number and area density than the smaller (2 mm)
particles, the larger particles are more evenly distributed.
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